sensation and phenomena
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hat does it mean to say that we sense something?
And how does phenomenology connect the perceptual world with our sensations of it? What role does
the body play in our perceptions, and what is left of the
notion of sensation after phenomenology is done with it?
For the two phenomenologists Maurice Merleau-Ponty
and Edmund Husserl, a pertinent question quickly arises
in the process of describing our experiences: How do we
relate to whole objects, and not just sides, lines, adumbrations and aspects of them? How do objects reveal themselves to us in their parts alone? It seems that sensing is
not enough; although sensing might be necessary for our
perceptions, it seems to not be sufficient. Sensation is always of something. The question of how it is that we, as
embodied subjects, gain access to the world is the problem
of perceptual access1. This article will function as a general
discussion and introduction to central phenomenological
ideas of Husserl and Merleau-Ponty. It will conclude with
a positive comparison of the two thinkers on the role of
the body in perception.
In beginning the study of perception, we find in language the seemingly clear and straightforward notion of
sensation: I sense red or blue, hot or cold. We will see,
however, that this is the most confused notion there is,
and that, for having accepted it, classical analyses have
missed the phenomenon of perception. (MerleauPonty 2012:3)
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This quote from the introduction to Merleau-Ponty’s
magnum opus Phenomenology of Perception points towards
the importance of an adequate analysis of the concept of
sensation for understanding perception. Generally speaking, the project of Phenomenology of Perception (henceforth PP) is to establish perception as our primary mode of
being. Establishing this primary mode of being would be
the grander project of PP, but what about the “seemingly
clear and straightforward notion” of sensation? It might be
tempting to think that Merleau-Ponty wants to write the
concept off as useless, in that it does not actually designate
a true phenomenon in its own right, and that it is a consequence of confused thinking as continued by what he calls
“classical analyses”. This reading, however, would be too
hasty. Although “sensation” is “the most confused notion
there is” that does not mean that it does not have a role
to play in establishing the (true) phenomenon of perception. Accepting only the classical conception of sensation
is what is confusing us, not sensation itself. One reading of
Merleau-Ponty points to the possibility that sensation can
be seen as being neither a brute sensory stimulation, nor
a reception of an indeterminate quality, nor an “atomistic” datum that resides in the mind: Sensation is directed
towards things in the world, and as such it can be seen as
a positive phenomenon. But when establishing sensation
and sensing in general, as a positive phenomenon, we have
to free it from the clutches of the “classical analyses”.

Edmund Husserl has his own elaborate method for
unveiling the structures of consciousness that secure
our hold on the world, and I will try to show how his
notion of sensation (after the phenomenological reduction, the epoché) helps us to better understand perception. Furthermore, at the end of the article I defend
Husserl against arguments that purport to reveal him as
a transcendental phenomenologist. After the elaboration
of the Lived Body (Husserl) and the motor-intentional
approach to consciousness (Merleau-Ponty), I will conclude with mentioning enactive intentionality a direction

in recent philosophy of perception which springs out
of Husserl and Merleau-Ponty. Enactive intentionality takes off from what Merleau-Ponty called “motorintentionality, and is as such directly inspired by the
philosopher’s phenomenology of bodily intentionality
in general. I propose that Husserl’s three structures of
consciousness, noema, noesis and hyle, are compatible with Merleau-Ponty’s philosophy of bodily intentionality (motor-intentionality). In order to understand
Merleau-Ponty’s critique of the classical analyses, let us
first take a look at PP.
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The Phenomenology of Perception
The main task of PP, crudely put, is to present arguments
against the dominating views on perception and philosophy, the metaphysical prejudices - which stem predominantly from the empiricists on one side, and the intellectualists
on the other - and to show us how they are both wrong. By
showing us how they are wrong, each in their own distinct,
but also surprisingly similar, ways, Merleau-Ponty also
presents his own positive account of perception and the
body. Merleau-Ponty, being inspired by Edmund Husserl
and his phenomenology, and drawing on Heideggerian
terminology, argues against the aforementioned traditions
(empiricism/intellectualism) of philosophy by means of
phenomenology and the phenomenological method in general. Unlike many of his contemporaries, he also draws
on results from psychological experiments, of findings in
biology and Gestalt psychology of his day. But it is the
investigation of the lived body as the originator of perception that sets Merleau-Ponty apart from his predecessors
and contemporaries.
Although La Mettrie, Diderot, Nietzsche, and
Foucault have also passionately championed the bodily dimension of human life, none can match the
bulk of rigorous, systematic, and persistent argument
that Merleau-Ponty provides to prove the body’s primacy in human experience and meaning. (Shusterman
2004:151)
Merleau-Ponty has been hailed as the philosopher of the
body, but his philosophical project is not to be understood
as following from the rather weak claim that we should
pay more attention to the relevance of our bodily knowledge when it comes to practical activities, Merleau-Ponty’s
claim is far more radical: The Body is the medium through
which we perceive and have a world in the first place. The
Body is at the center of every perception, and we perceive everything with it. The Body is, then, as RomdenhRomluc states, a form of consciousness (Romdenh-Romluc
2011:1). Consciousness, for Merleau-Ponty, is not placed
in the body; rather it is the body. This diverges heavily
from much of the traditions in the history of Western
philosophy.
Merleau-Ponty calls the tradition stemming from
Descartes, Kant and the idealists intellectualism (Dreyfus
dubs the modern version of this cognitivism – See for
example [Dreyfus 2014: section 1]. Intellectualism is idealist in that the (human) mind has primacy as the center of
knowledge of the world, with its structuring abilities and
6
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laws (categories) of ordering the chaotic physical world
into perceivable entities of understanding and judgment.
The other, juxtaposed antagonist for Merleau-Ponty is empiricism, which took the physical/material world as primordial, and the human mind as an entity as something
fundamentally of this world. By postulating principles of
association and causal relations, they managed to establish a view on the human mind as residing in the physical
world, and thus, acting in accordance with it. “In order
to insert the organism into the universe of objects and to
thereby seal off the universe, the functioning of the body
had to be expressed in the language of the in-itself …”
(Merleau-Ponty 2012:75) where the “in-itself ” is the physical, geometrically determined object, consisting of matter, particles or something of the like. The intellectualists/
idealists, on the other hand, took the mind as primordial,
and got to the world through it, whereas the empiricists
took nature (the physical universe) as primordial, and understood the mind as a by-product. Both are mistaken in
many of their primary assumptions, Merleau-Ponty holds.
By carefully investigating our lived experiences - that
is, the way things, emotions, objects and other people immediately appear to us and also how embodied beings naturally behave - we are able, according to PP, to see how
many of even the most prominent and settled conceptions
and findings of empiricism and intellectualism are false.
Merleau-Ponty often begins his investigation of perceptual phenomena by carefully describing commonly
held notions and explanations from philosophy and
science, and then, consequently, showing us how they are
wrong. Upon closer description of our lived experiences,
Merleau-Ponty finds no qualia, nor any sense data, only
experiences of things, of other living beings and entities,
and experiences of moving around and dealing with the
worldly objects in our daily surroundings. The of-ness of
perception, that perception is always perception of something, was called by Husserl the intentionality2 (not to be
confused with having intentions, or intending to do something) of consciousness.

it is a criticism of qualia and sense data. The point is quite
simply that we never have discrete and complete experiences; we always perceive objects like cars, trees, paintings,
and lamps, other beings like animals and people, as indeterminate entities appearing against the background that
is the world. Furthermore, cars are perceived as drivable,
trees as climbable and objects as liftable. The things we encounter are perceived in virtue of what we can do with
them; as affording certain actions.
This background is determined by our previous experiences of the world, experiences we have received by our
countless interactions with objects by handling them with
our bodies. Only by first having objects, and then bracketing them into their properties and qualities do you get
sense data and discrete perceptions of a qualitative nature.
Thus, we never perceive qualities or receive data provided
by our senses; rather, we live in, and perceive a familiar, yet
perceptually indeterminate, world.
According to Merleau-Ponty, this indeterminacy accompanies every perception we have. It is in fact what makes perceptions, such as we know them, possible, because
without the indeterminacy it would be impossible for the
perceived objects to emerge out of the background of the
world. According to the gestalt psychologists, the minimal
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criteria of a gestalt (a perceptual organized structure) is that
of the figure-background constellation. And it is the body,
with its underlying powers and habits that in turn makes
perception possible. When we see a cube for instance, we
perceive it as a three-dimensional, square-looking object
with six sides and with eight salient points. But you can
never see the entire cube as such. It is difficult to conceive of
the possibility of seeing the entire cube all at once; seeing, as
Merleau-Ponty says in the introduction to part two of PP, is
always seeing from one point of view.
What you see then, strictly speaking, is the cube seen
from one side.
This seems like a banality of perceptual science, hardly
anything noteworthy or new as far as shaking up our intuitions on everyday perception and action is concerned, but
the point is not the fact that we see the cube from one side;
it is that we see the cube as a cube that is interesting. First we
see the cube, and then we become aware that it is only one
side that is actually present to us. In fact, it might even be
misleading to say that we first see the cube; first we encounter the cube. To bring the point home: Objects are disclosed
first and foremost as a whole, as things we can meaningfully
interact with. It is only later, especially in philosophical reflections; we get to aspects, qualities, data and sides.

We are caught up in the world and we do not succeed
in detaching ourselves from it in order to shift to the
consciousness of the world. If we were to do so, we
would see that the quality is never directly experienced
and that all consciousness is consciousness of something. (Merleau-Ponty 2012:5)
Since intellectualism and empiricism take much of the
same conceptions for granted, we can see equally well how
Dag August Schmedling Dramer
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Phenomenology shows us that what is visually given is
Sensation and the Hyletic Dimension3
not what is perceived. You see the lines and the salient inHusserl has his own way of tackling the notion of sensatersections of them, but you perceive the cube. That is, the
tion. For him, sensation belongs to the hyletic dimension.
cube is present to your consciousness; you intend the cube,
Husserl borrows the Aristotelian morphe and hyle in orto use the jargon. And according to Merleau-Ponty it is
der to better understand the structure of (human) conthanks to our interaction with objects as embodied beings
sciousness and how, and in what way, it gains access to
that they appear to us as they do, thanks to our countless
the phenomena. The grandfather of phenomenology thus
holistic and situated experiences with them. Objects show
establishes a method, the study of phenomena through
up (appear) and are constantly disclosed; they are opened
their appearance to/in consciousness (the transcendental
up by our perceptive bodies.
ego). Husserl was greatly concerned with the sciences of
The difference between already living in a situated
his day, especially the natural sciences and psychology,
world where things show up as meaningful entities, versus
and their tendency to swallow up seemingly irreducible
understanding human (beings) as subjects giving meaning
phenomena like human experiences, and along the way
to meaningless givens, is the difference between existential
undercut the mind’s directedness towards, and connection
and transcendental phenomenology. I follow Dreyfus in
with, the world. Importantly, psychologism, along with
using these terms, and I will consider Merleau-Ponty as an
certain forms of naturalism, seemed to lead to forms of
existential phenomenologist.
anti-realism, denying the separate existence of mathemaThe great contribution of Merleau-Ponty and his existical and logical entities like numbers and prepositions.
tential phenomenology is that he places the possibility of
Husserl’s life project then, can be seen as resembling that
perceiving, not in the mind, nor in the physical world, but
of Descartes, in that he wanted to “reinvent” philosopin the body’s meeting with the
hy with the help of a rigorous
So the noema is an experiential structure
meaningful world. What makes
new method. If Descartes’ mebuilt up and subtended by a host of anticihis approach existential as opthod was the methodological
pations built up through our various expeposed to transcendental is that
doubt, then for Husserl it was
riences with objects in the world
he does not go through a pure
the investigations of the brackeconstituting consciousness (a transcendental ego) and out
ted phenomena after their “transcendental reductions”.
to the world. Rather he begins with describing the world
Phenomenology can be seen as the general toolkit conitself in our pre-conceptual dealings with it. This unique
taining several conceptions for investigating and probing
philosophical standpoint is “neither naturalism nor obconsciousness, and among these, notions such as noema
jectivism”, as (Flynn 2014: section 1) states, but a novel
and noesis are of great importance, as we shall see below.
view that seeks to present a consistent middle-ground betBut before that, let us take a look at hyle and morphe.
ween the realms of objectivism (empiricism, naturalism,
For Aristotle, as we know, morphe stands for form.
scientism etc.) and intellectualism (cognitivism, dualism,
That is, every phenomenon has a form, and it appears in a
computationalism, idealism etc.) by giving ontological recertain way, as the phenomenologist might say. For a given
levance to our embodied, situated experiences.
thing to be at all it has to have a form, but what is it that
in-forms the form? Certainly Aristotle, with his critique
We have learned to again sense our bodies; we have
of the Platonic distinction between ideas and the sensibles
discovered, beneath objective detached knowledge of
(the objects, entities etc. belonging to the sensible world)
the body, this other knowledge that we have of it beis opposed to the notion of free-floating forms, abstracted
cause it is always with us and because we are bodies. It
away from everyday phenomena. The other aspect of any
will be necessary to similarly awaken the experience of
phenomenon is matter or hyle. This is the raw material of
the world such as it appears to us insofar as we are in
the sensible world, ensuring that objects can undergo quathe world through our bodies, and insofar as we perlitative change, as in the case of a lump of bronze turning
ceive the world with our bodies. But by reestablishing
from an amorphous mass to a beautiful embodiment of a
contact with the body and with the world in this way,
discos-thrower. Thusly, hylomorphism becomes Aristotle’s
we will also rediscover ourselves, since, if one perceimetaphysical framework for talking about what there is,
ves with his body, then the body is a natural myself
and it was allegedly designed to tackle certain metaphysiand, as it were, the body is the subject of perception.
cal challenges regarding the paradoxes of change, especi(Merleau-Ponty 2012:213)
ally from Parmenides and Zeno. “Aristotle’s initial impulse
8
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in the face of such challenges, as we have seen, is to preserve the appearances (phainomena), to explain how change
is possible” (Shields 2015: section 8).This is fully in tune
with Husserl’s project of establishing knowledge on a firm
experiential basis, beginning with the epoché, the bracketing of conscious experience from the “natural attitude”:
the attitude we have toward the world in our everyday dealings with it. The whole point of the epoché is to take the
object of consciousness seriously, the present-ness of the
phenomenon in question, without assuming the external
existence of the object the experience purports to be about. Through the phenomenological method we can study
the intentional structure of consciousness, and hopefully
establish a thorough theory of knowledge (epistemology)
and get at the “things themselves”. Zurück zu den Sachen
selbst – a catchfrase in phenomenology after Husserl.
So where does Husserl stand when it comes to sensation? In order to avoid the pitfalls of the traditions, especially the problem of letting sensation signify too many things
(See e.g. de Biran quoted in Gallagher 2012:82), Husserl
likens sensation to hyletic data. Much like Aristotle,
Husserl uses the distinction hylé and morphe as means
to answer problems and avoid confusion, but instead of
a metaphysical distinction, this is a phenomenological
one. Hyletic data figures in experience as “the formless
content that has the potential to receive form”(Gallagher
2012:83), and as such, it is in line with the common interpretation of Aristotle’s hyle as mere potentiality. Without
any form through which matter can be separated and
known, matter will simply be a potentiality rather than
actuality. Form, on the other hand, is the actualiser of that
indeterminate quality of matter-ness. It would seem then
that postulating hyle as a constituent of experience and the
associated intentionality of consciousness is rather strange;
it does not seem to play as strong a role in phenomenology as it does in Aristotle’s metaphysics. So what role does
it play? In order to understand the experiential structure
of consciousness, and not just the object of consciousness,
hyle plays the role of a non-intentional sensuous matter,
filling in the entities of experience, one might say. Much
like with Aristotle, hyle is that non-determinate stuff that
allows the forms (or in Husserl’s case, the objects of consciousness) to undergo change, without which there would
just be an ever-fleeting phantasmagoria of forms. Hyletic
data is forming part of our experience exactly because it is
not what is focused on. A general uneasiness in the body,
or something that draws your gaze to it are examples of hyletic data, because they affect you and “fill in experience”
without being clearly defined as objects in their own right.
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Like the Aristotelian forms, they are the underlying mass
that we postulate in order to understand how forms change. They appear to consciousness as constitutive of, and
restraining the objects they appear with. But in order to
better understand the concept of hyle(/hyletic data), it is
necessary to bring in Husserl’s notions of noema and noesis.
The noema is explained by Dagfinn Føllesdal as “a
structure that is associated with each act, corresponding to
all the ‘anticipations’ we have of the acts’ object” (Føllesdal
2009:107). So the noema is an experiential structure built
up and subtended by a host of anticipations built up
through our various experiences with objects in the world.
This reminds us of the aforementioned conception of holistic perceptions in PP, but there are some differences.
Take for instance the example of the cube from the section on Merleau-Ponty. For Husserl, the sides and aspects
of the cube (the back-side, the bottom, the interior etc.)
are not sensuously present, that is, you do not directly see
them - no light bouncing off the back of the cube hits
your retina - yet they are present-as-absent through your
anticipations of them. Furthermore, Husserl uses his term
kineisthesis, to explain how this is possible. He claims that
if I were to move my body then I would make the other
sides of the cube sensuously present. Thus, in every act
of consciousness there is a noema corresponding to a vast
array of continuous perceptual judgments that ensures the
“three-dimensionality” of the objects encountered.
Let us backtrack a little in order to see what prompted
our original discussion. The problem for both MerleauPonty and Husserl is accounting for what perceiving objects in their three-dimensionality - instead of just their
aspects, sides, lines, adumbrations etc. - consists in.
For Merleau-Ponty, the answer lays in the body’s preconceptual engagement with the world; in its preparedness
to act, we are opened to a field of indeterminate perceptual
forms or gestalts. A gestalt is a (usually visually) perceived
structure, taken as a whole, as a single unit. The term was
used by the gestalt psychologists (who heavily influenced
Merleau-Ponty) in order to understand the way in which
“the whole is more than the sum of its parts”. In other
words, what is given in our consciousness is not parts or
units that are then synthesized into wholes; it is rather the
wholes (the object, landscape, facial features etc.) that are
given first, and then the particulars. Merleau-Ponty uses
these insights from gestalt psychology to formulate his
own radical thesis of the underlying existential structure
of objects. The object transcends what is sensuously given
of it. The object, in other words, remains indeterminate in
the sense that we have not yet discovered all of its properDag August Schmedling Dramer
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ties. This indeterminacy is to be seen as a positive phenomenon, as they (the gestalts) ensure that we can always get a
better grasp of the object; there is always more to discover.
For Husserl, the three-dimensionality of an object lies
in an irreducible structure of consciousness tied to the
three structures of noema, noesis, and hyle, which each
have their roles to play in our apprehension of any object. Hyle is defined as that which is sensuously given,
and it always partakes in our perceptions of (ordinary)
objects, without being identified with the objects themselves. When you walk around the table, you get a constant
flow of different hyletic sensations as the table “turns” and
changes in colour from light-brown, to dark or even black,
yet you still (through the noema) have a stable structure.
Noema, noesis and hyle work together in giving us
objects. “The hyle are experiences we typically have when
our senses are affected” and “The hyle and noesis have to
fit in with one another; the hyle should be filling of noesis
and correspondingly of the noema” (Føllesdal 2009:108).
At the same time, hyletic data functions in a constraining
way, and different hyletic input will often yield a general
change in your perception, and it might lead you to what
Husserl called an “explosion” of the noema. Let us say we

have a noema of a cube (a dice was Husserl’s favourite example [Føllesdal 2009:106]) and you begin to walk around it.
Necessarily, upon viewing a given cube, light bouncing
off the cube hits your eyes, so you have access to a certain
amount of hyletic data, and together with the noeses, the
structuring meaning-giving experiences of every act (which,
according to Føllesdal is the “experiential counterpart to the
noema” [2009:108], which is that which is given) they allow you the experience of the cube. But as you move around
the cube it changes; something is wrong. Instead of presenting its three-dimensional backside, it morphs in shape
and appears flatter and flatter until it shows itself as a twodimensional board: It was only a ruse, there is no back of
the cube, the lines of intersection made the board look like
a cube seen from the front. And it was the hyletic data, the
sensuous input you received from moving around the board
that made you suddenly see it as a board, the backside was
flat and dark, unlike the salient points of (what would have
been) the cube. The surprise of your experiencing an object
in this way is the “explosion”, as the noema suddenly changes into something else. This can also be called a “gestalt
switch”, most famously known to students of philosophy
through the Wittgensteinian duck-rabbit.

Or is it a rabbit-duck? The whole point of hyle is that
it is a constraining part of your experience, a necessary, yet
not sufficient, part of your ability to experience objects. In
order to experience the above illustration as either a duck
or a rabbit, you have to have had some experience with
ducks and/or rabbits, and these experiences correspond to
the aforementioned “anticipations” that are sedimented in
consciousness. Upon viewing the above illustration, you
receive exactly the same amount of light on your retina
whether you view it as a duck, or as a rabbit, so hyle is clearly not sufficient for structuring consciousness, although
you certainly need to have it in order to perceive anything at all. The duck/rabbit is the noema, that which is
given, and the noeses is the form (although the noeses, for
Husserl, seems to be more related to the timeless structures
of geometry, and is perhaps not necessary for talking about
rabbits and ducks, although they both have shapes/forms
themselves). Upon moving around in the three-dimensional world however (unlike the visually two-dimensional
world of the philosophy paper) we receive a constant flow
of hyletic data from our surroundings. Just think about
cars moving towards us, children crossing the street, trees
we move around etc., yet our experiences of these things remain experiences of clear-cut objects, constant in size and
shape. But sometimes the hyletic input changes to such a
degree as to lead to a change in what is given, so you move
from a noema of a tree, to a noema of a tree-façade (turns
out it was a movie coulisse left in the way, that only looked
like a tree from afar). “On Husserl’s account, therefore,
the hidden features of an object are indeterminate in the
sense that I have not yet sensibly determined what they are”
(Kelly 2004:80).
Sensation and the Phenomenal Field
In Phenomenology, Shaun Gallagher discusses a possible
similarity between the concepts of hyletic data and qualia
(2012:89–90). In contemporary debates regarding consciousness, qualia - often referred to as “qualitative feels”
or “phenomenal experiences” - are purportedly irreducible
mental states that are above and beyond mere information
processing (or perhaps we should say below and beneath?). Qualia are said to be the raw matter of consciousness, and, much like Husserl’s hyletic data, they are hard
to pin down. The smell of a rose, the redness of a carpet,
the salty taste of smoked salmon and the purple light of
the sunset are all examples of qualitative sensations that
seem to be aspects of our mental life that are separated
from mere response to stimuli and information processing. They also, interestingly, seem to be separable from
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the objects they originally appear to be attached to: The
redness of the apple, the sweetness of the chocolate etc.
Qualia is often used as a strategy to combat reductionisms
of various kinds, and it is an especial enemy of eliminative
materialism, the latter of which claims the purported and
vaunted “phenomenal feels” to be non-existent or illusory
at best. But there is a problem already present in my all
too brief explanation of qualia: If they are not reducible to
stimuli, and thus something that is not “sensed”, what role
do they play in explaining conscious experiences? Here,
Husserl’s notion of sensation as hyletic data seems to be
more fruitful in understanding certain important aspects
of our experiences: They help to explain the ebb and flow
of what is given (the noema) and encountered, what constrains and what enables further changes in experience (for
instance the “explosion” and the way hyle guides attention). Qualia, on the other hand, seems to be something
that can be understood without recourse to our understanding of the mind’s inherent “intentionality”.
For a phenomenological analysis, it seems that qualia does not help much in that it seems to belong to a
metaphysical discussion regarding the irreducible nature
of consciousness as tied to the physical world, and to our
understanding of matter. The problem of how to understand qualia, however, turns out to be a potential problem
for our understanding of sensation as hyletic data, since
the two terms are compared as possible explananda for the
reductive physicalist, that is, as phenomena that have to be
accounted for in order to fully understand perception and
consciousness. Gallagher cites Dennett, a staunch critic of
qualia, who claims that there simply is no such thing in experience qualifying as it; there is no “what-it-is-like-ness”
to be found. Dennett seems to be on to something: It is indeed strange to separate and abstract away the “phenomenal feels” from the way the persons who have the qualia are
stimulated, or disposed to act. Merleau-Ponty, somewhat
similarly, criticizes the notion of hyletic data as sensation:
All you have as an experiencing body-subject is a field of
gestalts, no separable qualitative sensations in said field. It
is remembered that for Merleau-Ponty, what is first encountered are indeterminate gestalts, which are experienced
as part of a perceptual field, and only later are concrete
objects brought to the fore upon conscious reflection. This
is reminiscent of Heidegger’s example of the hammer that
breaks down, which forces us to contemplate the hammer
as a hammer. The hammer transforms from being a pragmata (that is, not a clearly defined thing, but a part of our
projects that we usually do not reflect upon) and not an
object at all, into a clear-cut object with its determinate,
Dag August Schmedling Dramer
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quantitatively analyzable qualities of weighing so and so,
and consisting of so much iron and so much wood. In
the same way, in philosophical thought, what is actually
present to consciousness is abstracted away and confused:
Entities that are not actually part of our original experience are postulated, and then taken as already a part of them.
This, for the existential phenomenologist, is a mistake of
thinking. This is also the dilemma of phenomenology; to
avoid altering our lived experiences upon reflecting on
them in the non-lived mode of abstract thought (see e.g.
Carman 2013).
The Role of the Body in Perception
Thus far in the article I have talked about Merleau-Ponty
and Husserl’s answers to the problem of perceptual access,
a problem that loosely defined is the problem of how we
have access to the world through our senses. In that regard I have discussed the notion of sensation as conceived
by the two thinkers. We have seen how Merleau-Ponty is
skeptical of the notion of sensation as presented by the
“classical analyses”, but we have also seen the possibly positive role the conception of hyle can have for our understanding intentionality as Husserl takes it. I briefly defined
Merleau-Ponty, in section 2, as an existential phenomenologist, and, as we remember, the existential phenomenologists are often characterized by their description of
every-day lived experiences in action and our holistic interaction with others. Being-in-the-World (Heidegger) and
Être-au-Monde/Being-to(in)-the-World (Merleau-Ponty)
has primacy, then, over a constituting transcendental ego,
for the body-subject are essentially and irreducibly always
already in the world.
The world has its own existential unity and status as a
background condition for things (and people) showing up
in in our dealings with them. The world as such can also
be experienced, and not just function as the background,
but it is experienced in a rather peculiar way. This (rather
lengthy) quote from Mark Wrathall sums it up nicely:
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This is where a comparison between Husserl and MerleauPonty becomes interesting, because Husserl has been characterized by Hubert Dreyfus, among others, as being a
transcendental phenomenologist; that is, a phenomenologist who, through his bracketing of experiences in order
to investigate the structure of consciousness, never really
ends up escaping from the Cartesian picture of the mind,
which is a picture of how the inner mind relates to an outer
world. On this view, Husserl shares the Kantian neurosis
of wanting to secure knowledge (of the world) through
the mind’s categorizing (for Kant), the secured Cogito (for
Descartes) or for the structures of consciousness (which
for Husserl himself, as we have seen, are, among others,
the noema, noesis and hyle). The radical view of the existential phenomenologist, however, is that the world (the
world here understood in the Heideggerian sense of being
our unified, meaningful whole of projects and pragmata)
is a structuring entity itself. No recourse to a mind, a subject, a detached cogito is necessary here. Following this
line of argument, then, the existential phenomenologists
ended up investigating the phenomena (and the world)
as they presented themselves, and not how they were to be
re-presented in the mind by the detached, transcendental
Ego.
Although pointing to the Cartesian tendencies of
Husserl in order to place him in the “transcendental camp”
can prove fruitful (he did after all write a book entitled
Cartesian Meditations and was very much concerned with
Descartes influencing a transcendental philosophy), I contend that we should not view Husserl as somehow trapped
in the transcendental mind. After all, Husserl’s later focus
on the lived body greatly influenced Merleau-Ponty, and a
more thorough reading of Husserl’s complex phenomenology can make us view Husserl in a different light, and save
him from the subject-object dichotomy that Dreyfus and
Heidegger might accuse him of. Consider this charitable
view taken by Dagfinn Føllesdal, in an interview with Carl
Wegner Korsnes:

for that matter. But he is not Cartesian in the sense
that Dreyfus claims. I think that what is so important
in Husserl is the very rich relation between us and the
things around us. We are not minds, but persons, with
mental and bodily aspects. (Føllesdal 2016:41).
If one relegate hyletic data to the realm called “the faulty
thinking of the detached mind” and call it an abstraction,
perhaps this in itself is an unwarranted reifying of the
concept? Let us consider another clarifying quote from
Føllesdal:
[I]n the natural attitude and also in the eidetic attitude we are not aware of these three elements of our
acts, the noema, the noesis, and the hyle. They only
come to our awareness when we reflect on our acts
and their structure. These three elements, noema,
noesis, and hyle, remain hidden, although they are
crucial to the way we experience the world. (Føllesdal
2009:108–109)
In order to conceive of Husserl as a thinker who, after all,
does not fall into the Cartesian trap of relegating the world
to our inner experiences, it can be fruitful to look at the
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similarities between Merleau-Ponty and Husserl, and not
simply their divergences. Let me take up some MerleauPontyan remarks on the role of the body in perception, in
order to look at the Husserlian influence.
The body resists explanation both from the standpoint
of classical empiricism and intellectualism. The felt presence of the body to the body-subject is always fleeting
and indeterminate, unlike the transparent judgments of
the subject of intellectualism, or the discrete sensations
of the empirical subject; Somatic sensations, proprioception, tactility and movement are all pulled to the surface
of conscious awareness only to recede into the background
of the world and there wait to reemerge. This is the crucial point of the touché-touchant phenomenon. You can
never feel yourself feeling, never touch yourself touching
or see yourself seeing. You can either feel the table or the
resistance of something against your hand. The body withdraws in order for you to be able to sense and perceive
at all. Consciousness throws itself into objects and loses
itself there. Athletes, artists (like actors, singers etc.) and
experts, and skilled workers of all kinds, often report that
they suddenly lose track of time and get completely absorbed in what they are doing, be it a play, a stage performance or an important match.

Illustrasjon: Urd Pedersen

For the existential phenomenologist, the world is an
existential phenomenon in its own right. We’ve seen
already Merleau-Ponty’s argument that things are given to us in virtue of a sensory-motor meaning they
possess, and therefore can be available to us without
being fully available to thought. In an analogous way,
Merleau-Ponty sees the world as given to us as a unity behind all our particular experiences of particular
things. This unity is something that we grasp without
having a mental representation or theory of it: “The

world has its unity, although the mind may not have
succeeded in inter-relating its facets and in integrating
them into the conception of geometrized projection.”
The unity takes the form of a kind of style with which
we can get in tune, but which we can’t reduce to an
object for reflection. (Wrathall 2009:37)
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Dreyfus conceives of Husserl as a kind of Cartesian,
and Husserl did in fact point to parallels between himself and Descartes – and between himself and Leibniz,
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Now this is the typical Merleau-Pontyan description
of the lived body, but his touché-touchant analysis was
originally inspired by Husserl’s notion of kinesthesis, as
touched upon earlier in this paper. In his paper “Husserl’s
Phenomenology of the Body”, Dan Zahavi points to the
continuity between the later phenomenologists (like Sartre
and Merleau-Ponty) and the mature works of Husserl:
Although the body as experienced has properties in
common with objects in the world, such as extension,
weight, softness, smoothness etc. it is important to emphasize that the objective body as the field of localisation for the kinesthetic and haptic/tactile sensations differs radically from ordinary objects. (Zahavi 1994:72)
It is too easy to see Husserl as an intellectualist or idealist, but with Føllesdal and Zahavi, my contention is that
a view like that misses aspects of Husserl’s especially mature philosophy of the body, which makes it clear that he
should not be branded either way. Perhaps a view like this
stems from Husserl’s concern with establishing phenomenology through a rigorous method, and the existential
phenomenologists’ later skepticism towards such a project.
The phenomena we wish to secure can with both Husserl
and the existential phenomenologists be said to be actually there, even if the structures of consciousness (noema,
noesis, hyle) are the ones that secure them, or if it is our
dealings with them (the body-subjects experiences), or if
it is the phenomenon encountered in itself that structures
our experiences.4 Husserl said that “not only is there active structuring, but there is also something that we find
out something about” (quoted in Føllesdal 2016:37).
Both Husserl and Merleau-Ponty agree on the important
phenomenological point that what we perceive transcends
what is given by our sense-impressions. Furthermore, the
object perceived is transcendent in that it is inexhaustible
in its qualities and sides. “Husserl call[s] [the structures
of consciousness] transcendental. This should not be confused with transcendent … ‘Transcendent’ means ‘inexhaustible’, while ‘transcendental’ means hidden but crucial for our experience” (Føllesdal 2009:109). The bodysubject’s role in perception is withdrawing so that consciousness, which acts through the body, can “lose itself in
objects” and do its constituting work. This resembles the
Husserlian structures, which are hidden, yet crucial for our
having the experiences we have. I mentioned flow earlier,
which is characterized by a total absorption in the activity.
If you focus too much on your bodily states, your walking feet, your talking mouth, as you are performing the
14
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activity, the activity often breaks down. But that certainly
does not mean that the lived body is not there, doing its
silent job. This is why I claim that Husserl’s structures, for
instance hyle, are compatible with Merleau-Ponty’s philosophy of the body, and furthermore with what has been
known as the enactive approach to intentionality, which is
a very interesting field currently influential when it comes
to the role of phenomenology for the cognitive sciences
(Gallagher 2012:95–99). The enactive approach to cognition is a theory of the mind as embodied, and further of
the embodied mind as constituting its perceptual world
through action, the world is enacted. Hence we can say
with Alva Noë that “[t]he process of perceiving, of finding
out how things are, is a process of meeting the world; it is
an activity of skillful exploration.” (Noë 2006:164) (my
italics). And it was Husserl who first coined the term “I
can” to distinguish the living body (Leib), the body as experienced, and the body as experience-ing, from the bodyas-object (Körper); and, furthermore, who initially focused
on the body’s abilities and possibilities to act, which allows it to experience things in a different way from that
of a detached Cartesian spectator, or the Humean mind
putting sense-impressions together associatively from receiving “inputs” from the world. In other words, enactive
intentionality takes up where Husserl and Merleau-Ponty’s
phenomenology of the body left off: In the realm of description that is neither objectivism nor dualism, but in
the meaningful realm between intellectual reasons and
mechanical causes.
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NOTES
Alva Noë formulates this as “the problem of perceptual presence”
which is the problem of how to account for “the presence of that which,
strictly speaking, I do not perceive” (Noë 2006:60).
2
A term he received from his teacher Brentano. See (Føllesdal
2009:107)
3
I borrow the term “hyletic dimension” from Shaun Gallaghers book
Phenomenology (2012).
4
See the earlier discussion on the notion of world.
1
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